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Installation (MacOS)
1.Go to "Macintosh HD/Library/Application Support/u-he/Themes”
and drop the theme folder. You can either drop all 3 colors or only ones you like.
2. Open Diva.
3. Click the cog icon (top-right) to open the preference.
4. Choose “AIKO” as the default skin.
※Putting many themes might increase the GUI loading time.

・Patch Installation
1. Drop the folder to "~User/Library/Audio/Presets/u-he/Diva".
2. That's all. Patches will be shown in the preset pane.
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Installation (Windows)
1. Find your Diva folder. it may be on "C:VSTPlugins:u-he:Diva.data"
2. Then move to "Support:Themes" and drop the theme folder there.
If there’s no such folder, make by your own.
3. Open Diva.
4. Click the cog icon (top-right) to open the preference.
5. Choose “AIKO” as the default skin.

※Putting many themes might increase the GUI loading time.

・Patch Installation
1. Drop the folder to "C:VSTPlugins:u-he:Diva.data:Presets:Diva".
2. That's all. Patches will be shown in the preset pane.
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Instructions
・Modulation System
Massive Modular has its original modulation UI.

Make use of the text area to control mods. You don’t need to touch modulation rings. They are
just indicators.

・Dynamic Display (Digital OSC)
You have “dynamic displays” in the Digital OSC. They indicates the basic change for each
waveform. Unfortunately, only single parameter can be linked with the displays (this is the
limitation of U-he’s skin system), so below are the list of params linked with.
Only in MULTISAW, there is a good trick used, so two params affects simultaneously.

Note that this does not exactly represent what is happening in the waveform. It just lets you
imagine the basic sound-shaping.
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・Customizable Parts
Like a hardware, you can replace some of the knob and the slider images —— because tastes
differ. Don’t forget to backup the original files!
“Alternative Parts” folder is inside the AIKO folder. Not in the {Red} or {Snow} folder.
You can keep them by renaming like “_SlideDVCO”.

・LFO on the right
In the v1.2 update, LFO modules moved from right to left.
Those who like the former style can still revert back to the old style.
1. Open Diva.txt

2. Search “OSC-FILTER-ENV Wrapper” to find the text like the image below.
3. X-position is defined here. Change “219.00”→”0.00” to move it to left-most.
4. Also change the “LFO1-2 Wrapper” X-position to “981.00”, to move it to right-most.
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Download & Update
Re-download or update link is provided via the website.
Your account page is : https://plugmon.jp/my-account/
Please login with your e-mail and password. If you don't have account yet,
you have to create one (When creating, make sure that you enter the
same address as you used on purchase).

After login, go to "Downloads" tab, where you can download your
purchased products.

*If you have any troubles, please contact us.
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